Abstract-In this paper, we consider the safety control problem for hidden mode hybrid systems (HMHSs), which are a special class of hybrid automata in which the mode is not available for control. For these systems, safety control is a problem with imperfect state information. We tackle this problem by introducing the notion of nondeterministic discrete information state and by translating the problem to one with perfect state information. The perfect state information control problem is obtained by constructing a new hybrid automaton, whose discrete state is an estimate of the HMHS mode and is, as such, available for control. This problem is solved by computing the capture set and the least restrictive control map for the new hybrid automaton. Sufficient conditions for the termination of the algorithm that computes the capture set are provided. Finally, we show that the solved perfect state information control problem is equivalent to the original problem with imperfect state information under suitable assumptions. We illustrate the application of the proposed technique to a collision avoidance problem between an autonomous vehicle and a human driven vehicle at a traffic intersection.
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I. INTRODUCTION
H IDDEN mode hybrid systems (HMHSs) are a special class of hybrid automata [29] , [39] , in which the mode is unknown and mode transitions are driven only by disturbance events. There are a large number of applications that can be well described by hybrid automata models, in which it is not realistic to assume knowledge of the mode. This is the case, for example, of intent-based conflict detection and avoidance for aircraft, in which the intent of aircraft in the environment is unknown and needs to be estimated (see [45] and the references therein). In robotic games such as RoboFlag [11] , [16] , the intents of non-team members are unknown and need to be identified to allow decisions toward keeping the home zone safe. Next generation warning and active safety systems for vehicle collision avoidance will have to guarantee safety in the presence of human drivers and pedestrians, whose intentions are unknown [1] . More generally, in a variety of multi-agent systems, for example assistive robotics, computer games, and robot-human interaction, the intentions of an observed agent are unknown and need to be identified for control [21] .
There has been a wealth of research on safety control for hybrid systems in which the state is known [5] , [25] , [26] , [37] , [39] , [48] - [50] . In [39] , and [48] - [50] , the safety control problem is elegantly formulated in the context of optimal control and leads to the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman (HJB) equation. This equation implicitly determines the maximal controlled invariant set and the least restrictive feedback control map. Due to the complexity of exactly solving the HJB equation, researchers have been investigating approximate algorithms for computing inner-approximations of the maximal controlled invariant set [30] , [31] , [44] , [50] . Termination of the algorithm that computes the maximal controlled invariant set is often an issue and work has been investigating special classes of systems that allow to prove termination [46] - [48] . The safety control problem for hybrid systems has also been investigated within a viability theory approach by a number of researchers [5] , [26] .
The safety control problem for hybrid systems when the mode is not available for feedback has been rarely addressed in the literature. The safety control problem in the case when the set of observations is a partition of the state space was discussed by [43] . The proposed algorithm can deal with a system with finite number of states. It excludes important classes of systems such as timed and hybrid automata. A number of recent works have addressed the safety control problem for special classes of hybrid systems with imperfect state information [13] , [15] , [17] , [28] , [54] . In [54] , a controller that relies on a state estimator is proposed for finite state systems. The results are then extended to control a class of rectangular hybrid automata with imperfect state information, which can be abstracted by a finite state system. In [15] , [17] , and [28] , linear complexity state estimation and control algorithms are proposed for special classes of hybrid systems with order preserving dynamics. In particular, discrete time models are considered in [13] and [15] while continuous time models are considered in [17] , [28] . In these works, the mode is assumed to be known and only continuous state uncertainty is considered.
Here, we consider the safety control problem for HMHSs, in which the mode is unknown and its transitions are driven only by uncontrollable and unobservable events. For this class of systems, designing a controller to guarantee safety is a control problem with imperfect state information. In the theory of games, control problems with imperfect state information have been elegantly addressed by translating them to problems with perfect state information [36] , [38] . This transformation is obtained by introducing the notion of derived information state (non-deterministic or probabilistic), which, in the case of the non-deterministic information state, keeps track of the set of all possible current states compatible with the system history up to the current time. In the case in which a recursive update law 0018-9286/$26.00 © 2011 IEEE can be constructed for the derived information state, the control problem can be described completely in terms of this new state. Since the derived information state is known, the problem becomes one with perfect state information.
In this paper, we introduce the notion of nondeterministic discrete information state for a HMHS and formulate the safety control problem in terms of this derived information state. We translate this problem to one with perfect state information by introducing a new hybrid system called an estimator, which updates a discrete state estimate in the form of a set of possible discrete states. In this paper, we only require that the discrete state estimate is correct, that is, that it contains the current mode of the original HMHS at any time, while we are not concerned with tightness or convergence guarantees [18] . This ensures that an estimator always exists and allows to separate the estimation problem from the control problem. Since the estimator state is measured, the original control problem becomes one with perfect state information.
We solve the new perfect state information control problem by providing an algorithm to determine the capture set (the complement of the maximal controlled invariant set) and the least restrictive control map. Then, we provide sufficient conditions for the termination of the algorithm that determines the capture set. We further illustrate how to construct an abstraction of the estimator for which the algorithm that determines the capture set always terminates and has as fixed point the capture set of the estimator. Finally, we tackle the question of how the perfect state information problem that we have solved is related to the original problem with imperfect state information. Under a structural assumption and a mode distinguishability assumption on the original HMHS, we show that the two problems are equivalent, that is, their solution gives the same capture sets and control maps.
The problem considered in this paper has much in common with two-person repeated games of incomplete information, in which one player is informed about the environment state while the other is not [6] , [27] . In these types of games, the informed player must take into account how his/her actions may reveal information that will affect future payoffs. The control of a HMHS can be viewed as a game between the controller (uninformed agent) and the disturbance (informed agent), in which the actions of the latter can reveal information on the current mode of the hybrid automaton. The equivalence result of this paper implies that the best strategy for the disturbance is simply to keep the maximal uncertainty possible on the mode. In doing so, it will in fact not reveal useful information to the controller regarding its range of action. This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we recall basic definitions and concepts. In Section III, we introduce the HMHS model and its information structure. In Section IV, we introduce the control problem with imperfect state information (Problem 1) and its translation to a problem with perfect state information (Problem 2). We then provide the solution to Problem 2 in Section V. We consider the problem of termination in Section VI. In Section VII, we show the equivalence of Problem 1 and Problem 2. In Section VIII, we illustrate the application of the proposed control algorithms to a collision avoidance problem at a traffic intersection.
II. BASIC NOTIONS AND DEFINITIONS
In this section, we introduce some basic notions and definitions. We employ basic notions from partial order theory [12] . A partial order is a set with a partial order relation " " and it is denoted by . If any two elements in have a unique supremum and a unique infimum in , then is a lattice. If is a lattice, we denote for any subset its supremum by
. For a set , we denote by the power set, that is, the set of all subsets of . In this paper, we consider the lattice given by with order established by set inclusion. This lattice is denoted by . For any subset , the supremum is given by the union of all sets in . Another partial order that is considered in this paper is given by with order established component- , in which is a ball in of radius 1 centered at 0.
III. HIDDEN MODE HYBRID SYSTEMS
A hybrid system model with hidden modes is a hybrid automaton [39] in which the current mode of the system is unknown and mode transitions are driven by disturbance events only. This model is formally introduced by the following definitions. , multiple discrete transitions can occur at one time. The value of immediately before and immediately after a set of transitions occurring at the same time is unchanged. The vector field immediately after a set of transitions occurring at the same time is evaluated on the value that takes after the last transition occurred at time . It is therefore useful to define also the discrete and continuous flows of as follows. Let , , and be the disturbance event, the continuous control, and the continuous disturbance signals.
Definition 3: For initial condition , the discrete flow is defined as for all ; the continuous flow is defined as in which , for all . Therefore, is a piece-wise constant signal that at time takes the value of at the last transition that occurred before or at time . When for all , we denote the corresponding continuous flow by . Definition 4: A Hidden Mode Hybrid System (HMHS) is a hybrid system with uncontrolled mode transitions in which is not measured and is only known to belong to a set . Therefore, in a HMHS only is measured and its evolution is driven by hidden mode transitions. In the remainder of this paper, denotes a HMHS.
Definition 5: Let . The set of modes reachable from under the trajectories of is denoted and is defined as . Remark 1: The hybrid automaton model considered in this paper is a special case of more general models [29] , [39] . Specifically, we assume that there is no continuous state reset, that mode transitions cannot be controlled, and that no mode in has a nonzero minimum dwell time (as it would be enforced by suitable interaction between guards and invariants). As a consequence, any mode in can instantaneously transit to any element in its reachable set . Even though this structure limits the generality of the model, it still well captures application scenarios of interest, as described in Section IV-B.
A. Non-Deterministic Discrete Information State
For a signal , we define its truncation up to time as and its truncation up to time as . At time , the measured signals of are given by and , in which . Furthermore, the knowledge of the function implies that also the function is known. Definition 6: The history of system at time for is defined as , in which for is the initial mode information.
The available information on the system mode at time must be derived from the history signal , in which contains information on the initial state of the system. We define the set of all possible current modes of the system compatible with the history. This set is called the nondeterministic discrete information state and is formally defined as follows in analogy to what is performed in the theory of games with imperfect information [38] .
Definition 7: The nondeterministic discrete information state at time for system is the set defined as and for Hence, a mode is possible at time provided 1) there is a discrete state trajectory starting from a mode in that reaches at time and 2) such a discrete state trajectory is consistent with the continuous state trajectory up to time . It follows that for all and that .
IV. PROBLEM FORMULATION In this section, we first employ the notion of nondeterministic discrete information state to formulate the safety control problem with imperfect state information. Then, we translate this problem to one with perfect state information by introducing a mode estimator.
A. Safety Control Problem With Imperfect Mode Information
Let represent a set of unsafe continuous states. We consider the problem of determining the set of all initial informations for which a dynamic feedback map does not exist that maintains the trajectory outside for all time. For this purpose, we first define the closed loop system under a feedback map . Definition 8: Consider a feedback map . The closed loop system is defined as system , in which for all . The continuous flow of is denoted . The set of all initial informations for which there is no feedback map that maintains the trajectory outside for all , , and is called the capture set and is formally defined as follows.
Definition 9:
For , the capture set for system is defined as . The following alternative expression of the capture set (obtained directly from the definition) is used in this paper. 
B. Motivating Example
In this section, we present an example in the context of cooperative active safety at traffic intersections [1] , wherein a controlled vehicle has to prevent a collision with a non-controlled/ non-communicating, possibly human-driven, vehicle ( Fig. 1) . A possible approach to tackle this problem is to treat the noncommunicating vehicle as a "disturbance" and employ available safety control techniques for hybrid systems with measured state. This approach, however, leads to conservative controllers, which are not acceptable as they result in warnings/control actions that the driver perceives as unnecessary. Therefore, in this application it is crucial to exploit all the available sensory information to reduce as much as possible the uncertainty on the non-communicating vehicle. For the controller on board the autonomous vehicle, the human-driven vehicle is a hybrid automaton with unknown state. A related but different application is the one in which a single vehicle can receive inputs from both a human driver and an on-board controller as considered, for example, by [40] in the context of a red-light violation problem. As opposed to our application, the resulting hybrid automaton to control in [40] has known state.
Since both vehicles are constrained to move along their lanes (see Fig. 1 ), only the longitudinal dynamics of the vehicles along , in which , are the longitudinal displacement and speed along the path, respectively, represents throttle/braking, represents the static friction term, and with models air drag (see [52] for more details). The control input ranges in the interval for given maximum braking action and maximum throttle action . For vehicle 2, we assume a model given by , in which for some and represents the unknown driving mode that can be acceleration mode, denoted , coasting mode, denoted , and braking mode, denoted . For each mode, has a different value representing the nominal acceleration corresponding to that mode. For more details on modeling human (controlled) activities through nondeterministic hybrid systems, the reader is referred to [19] , [20] . Vehicle 1 receives information about the position and speed of vehicle 2 from the infrastructure, which monitors speed and position of vehicles through roadside sensors. We assume that there are a lower bound and an upper bound on the achievable speed of the vehicles due, for example, to physical limitations (i.e., vehicles cannot go in reverse and have a finite maximum achievable speed).
The (2) We assume that the human driven vehicle can transit from acceleration, to coasting, to braking [35] . This scenario can be modeled by and such that and . Here, we assume that , , and , with for . This system is a HMHS, in which and it is pictorially represented in the right-side plot of Fig. 1 . Finally, the unsafe set is given by corresponding to both vehicles constrained to their paths being in the conflict area of Fig. 1 .
C. Translation to a Perfect State Information Control Problem
In order to solve Problem 1, it is necessary to compute the set . Computing this set from its definition is impractical as one would need to keep track of a growing history. Hence, it is customary to determine it recursively through a suitable update law [38] . A wealth of research on observer design and state estimation for hybrid systems has been concerned with determining such an update law and in particular with its properties for special classes of hybrid systems [7] - [9] , [14] , [16] , [18] , [23] , [53] . Specifically, key properties, when considering discrete state estimation, are correctness, tightness, and convergence [14] , [18] . Correctness requires that the estimated set of modes contains the true mode at any time; tightness requires that the estimated set of modes contains only modes compatible with the system history and dynamics; convergence requires that the estimated set converges to a singleton. In this paper, we only require that the discrete state estimator has the correctness property. We are not concerned with tightness nor with convergence guarantees, which usually require observability assumptions. Hence, a discrete state estimator always exists as, for example, for all is also an estimator. This allows us to separate the design of the estimator from that of the control map.
More , in which is a parameter whose value depends on the mode . This system can model, for example, the non-communicating vehicle of the application example of Section IV-B, in which " " is acceleration mode and " " is braking mode. Let the initial information be , in which . We let , in which , , and . The signal determines how to transit among these modes on the basis of so to guarantee that . . This, in turn, implies that .
We first solve Problem 2 and then address the question of when this problem is equivalent to Problem 1.
V. SOLUTION TO PROBLEM 2
Since is a hybrid system with uncontrolled mode transitions, it has more structure than the general class of hybrid automata. We exploit this structure to provide a specialized iterative algorithm for the computation of the capture set and of the feedback maps . The proofs are in the Appendix.
A. Computation of the Capture Set
In order to compute the set , we introduce the notion of uncontrollable predecessor operator.
Definition 17: For a set and the uncontrollable predecessor operator for is defined as . This set represents the set of all states that are mapped to when the mode estimate is constant and equal to . The following properties of the Pre operator follow from the fact that it is an order preserving map in both of its arguments. . Thus is the least fixed point of . Proposition 6 indicates that the set is such that the tuple of sets is a fixed point of . Assume that such a tuple of sets is not the least fixed point of . This implies that there are sets such that the tuple is also a fixed point of . Consider the sets and the new set defined as . By Proposition 8, these two sets are both controlled invariant and are both contained in . Since , we have that is not the maximal controlled invariant set contained in the complement of . This contradicts Proposition 7. Therefore, the tuple must be the least fixed point of . Since the least fixed point of equals by the first part of the proof, it follows that . This result is based on the assumption that Algorithm 1 terminates and hence it is sufficient that the map is an order preserving map. A stronger property for , such as omega-continuity [34] , is required for the result of Theorem 1 to hold if termination of Algorithm 1 is not assumed. In Section VI, we address termination.
B. Control Map
To determine the set of feedback maps that keep the complement of invariant, we employ notions from viability theory. , and for . The next result extends conditions for set invariance as found in [4] to the case of piece-wise Lipschitz continuous set valued maps. This extension is required in our case because the vector field is allowed to be piece-wise continuous.
Proposition Given the current mode estimate , a control map as given in Theorem 2 is one that makes all the possible vector fields point outside the current mode-dependent capture set . Once the mode estimate switches to , the current mode-dependent capture set also switches to the new mode-dependent capture set , which is (by Algorithm 1) contained in the previous one . At this point, the feedback map switches to one that makes all the possible vector fields originating from point outside the new current mode-dependent capture set . Note that control map (3) guarantees safety for any choice of an estimator. However, a coarser estimator leads to larger mode dependent capture sets to be avoided at any time and, as a consequence, the control actions are more conservative.
VI. TERMINATION OF ALGORITHM 1
There are two main difficulties in the implementation of Algorithm 1. The first one is the exact computation of the Pre operator, which is known to be a hard problem for general classes of nonlinear and hybrid dynamics and general results are still lacking. Hence, research has been focusing on special classes of systems for which such an operator can be exactly computed [46] - [48] . The second difficulty lies in guaranteeing the termination of Algorithm 1. In this section, we address the termination of Algorithm 1, that is, the existence of a finite such that . We then discuss the problem of the exact computation of the Pre operator.
For the termination problem, we first provide sufficient conditions on for which Algorithm 1 terminates. Then, we show that one can construct an abstraction of for which Algorithm 1 always terminates and such that the fixed point gives the mode-dependent capture sets of . In order to proceed, we introduce the notion of kernel sets for .
Definition 20: (Kernel set) The kernel set corresponding to a mode is defined as and . The kernel set for a mode is thus the set of all modes that can be reached from and from which can be reached. One can verify that for all pairs of modes , we have that and if and only if . The next result shows that any two modes of in the same kernel set have the same mode-dependent capture set and hence the same set of safe feedback maps. . This leads to , which, employing again the properties of the Pre operator, leads to . This set is, in turn, equal to and therefore Algorithm 1 terminates in three steps.
A. Proving Termination Through Abstraction
When not all kernel sets have a maximal element, Theorem 3 does not hold. However, for any estimator , one can construct an abstraction of , denoted , for which Algorithm 1 terminates and such that the fixed point gives the mode-dependent capture sets of . This abstraction is constructed by merging all the modes of that belong to the same kernel set in a unique new mode as follows. , which by property 1) of Proposition 6 leads to . This result shows that the mode-dependent capture set can be computed by computing the Pre operator only once as opposed to being determined through a (finite, by Theorem 4 and Proposition 11) iteration of Pre operator computations. Exact computation of Pre for general dynamics is not always possible. However, there are a number of works that have focused on the exact computation of uncontrollable predecessor operators for restricted classes of systems. For example, the work of [46] shows that Pre can be exactly computed for special classes of linear systems; [47] further extends this result to linear hybrid systems; [48] shows that Pre is exactly computable also for triangular hybrid systems. Finally, [17] , [28] show that Pre is computable with a linear complexity algorithm for classes of order preserving systems. Based on these results and on Lemma 1, we conclude that Problem 2 is decidable when for each mode the continuous dynamics , belong to one of the above cited classes of systems. Since the application example falls in the class of systems described in [17] , [28] , we summarize the main result here. For this sake, we restrict the structure of and to that of a two-agent game. (4) By virtue of this result, one can avoid computing the set , which requires optimization over the space of control inputs. One can instead compute the sets and , which, since the control input is fixed and the flow preserves the ordering, can be computed by linear complexity algorithms. The structure of the set well models collision configurations between agents sharing a common space as illustrated in the application examples of Section VIII. We omit the details of the algorithms, which can be found elsewhere [17] , [28] and instead present in Section VIII their application to a concrete example.
VII. EQUIVALENCE BETWEEN PROBLEM 1 AND PROBLEM 2
Showing that Problem 1 is equivalent to Problem 2 is based on showing that for all we have that . In general, the set of possible continuous trajectories of system for every mode contains but is not equal to the set of continuous trajectories possible in . This is due to the fact that in not all transitions may be possible among the modes in due to the structure of . This information was lost in the construction of in order to obtain a hybrid system with uncontrolled mode transitions and known discrete/continuous state. In order to illustrate this point, consider the following example.
Example 3: Consider system with two modes and between which there is no transition and let the continuous dynamics for each mode be given, for , by for and for (5) in which and . Let . In order to determine , refer to the left plot of Fig. 2 , in which we depict the sets and . Any point admits a control that keeps outside for every initial mode. This is due to the fact that the mode of does not switch and hence a continuous trajectory starting at will follow either of the two directions depicted, none of which takes the flow inside . Hence, we have that . By contrast, we have that , which includes point in Fig. 2 as this can be taken to by, for example, first flowing under and then under . Hence, in this case we have that is strictly larger than . If we instead had that , we would also have that . In order to illustrate how we can obtain this equality, we modify system (5) to when when (6) In this case, the sets and are larger than before and are depicted in the right side plot of Fig. 2 . One can check that in this case we still have that and that , but, as opposed to before, we also have that so that the two capture sets are the same, that is, . This example illustrates an instance of a system in which due to not being equal to . It also illustrates how requiring that (note that derives from the definition of Pre) is sufficient to have . We thus pose the following assumption.
Assumption 1: For all we have that . This assumption requires that if an initial state is taken to by an arbitrary sequence of modes in , then there is a disturbance signal for which it is also taken to by at least one mode
. We provide at the end of this section classes of systems for which this assumption is satisfied.
Since by Lemma 1, for all , in order to obtain equivalence, we should at least have that is also a subset of , which is not the case in general. In fact, an element is in if and only if there is no feedback map that prevents the flow starting from this element to end-up in . Nevertheless, for such an element there could still be a feedback map that prevents the flow originating from it to enter . Hence, may not be in . However, if implies that is equal to a constant for all , then the map that prevents the flow from entering becomes a simple feedback map . In this case, if is in , it must also be in . The next assumption and proposition provide conditions for when this is the case. 
A. Systems That Satisfy Assumption 1 and Assumption 2
Assumption 1 can be difficult to check for general hybrid systems. We thus provide two classes of systems for which such an assumption is satisfied and illustrate in the next section how one of these classes well models the application example. We first introduce two intermediate results. is in the form of a two-agent game and the continuous dynamics of (the uncontrolled agent) have either the order preserving properties established by the assumptions of Proposition 17 or can be modeled by a family of differential inclusions according to Proposition 18, then Assumption 1 is satisfied. In turn, the assumptions of Propositions 17 and 18 are simple to check. Note that modeling the uncontrolled agent by a family of switching differential inclusions is often a practical approach when an accurate dynamical model of such an agent is missing. In this case, rectangular differential inclusions can be effectively employed to approximate the agent dynamics for safety control purposes. Similarly, systems whose dynamics have order preserving properties are found in several application domains, including biological networks [2] , [3] and networks of agents evolving on pre-specified paths such as trains on rails [32] , [41] , aircraft on their routes [33] , [42] , and vehicles in their lanes [22] , [24] .
Assumption 2 requires that for all values , the possible vector fields generated by any given mode cannot be all generated by modes that do not belong to the indistinguishable set for . In the case in which is affine in the disturbance , that is, , in which can be regarded as the "nominal" dynamics, a sufficient condition for weak distinguishability of mode is given, for example, when the nominal dynamics of mode are not possible dynamics in any other mode. This can, in turn, be ensured if
. 
VIII. APPLICATION EXAMPLE: CONTROL DESIGN
Consider the application example described in Section IV-B and depicted in Fig. 1 , the assumptions of Proposition 15 are satisfied, we employ such a proposition to determine whether for all and to determine the feedback map . Assumption 1 is satisfied and Assumption 2 is also satisfied for . Simulation results are shown in panels (a)-(e) of Fig. 3 .
IX. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have addressed the safety control problem for hybrid systems in which the mode is not available for control (HMHS). We have adopted an approach inspired by the theory of games with imperfect information. Specifically, we have introduced the notion of nondeterministic discrete information state and formulated the control problem on its basis (Problem 1). We have introduced the notion of an estimator and we have formulated a control problem with perfect state information on a new hybrid automaton (Problem 2). We have provided an algorithm for the computation of the capture set for and for the least restrictive control map. We have provided conditions for the termination of the iterative algorithm that computes the capture set. We have also shown how to construct an abstraction of for which the algorithm always terminates and has as fixed point the capture set of . We showed that Problem 2 is equivalent to Problem 1 under suitable assumptions and provided classes of systems for which these assumptions are satisfied. Accordingly, an application example in the context of cooperative active safety systems has been presented. Future research will include removing Assumptions 1 and 2 by employing a dynamic feedback design that does not impose separation between estimation and control. Also, we will consider the case in which there is a nonzero minimum dwell time associated with the modes in . . Similarly, the green dashed lines delimit the slice of the set Pre(q; Bad) for the same current speeds values (x ;x ). The intersection of these two slices delimits the slice of the current mode dependent capture setĈ for the same current speeds values (x ;x ). The red circle denotes the pair of current longitudinal displacements x ;x , while the blue trace represents the trajectory of this pair. The initial (unknown) driving mode of the human driver is acceleration a and it stays constant for the first 1 second, then from 1 to 3 seconds, the driving mode is coasting c, and finally after 3 seconds the mode is braking b. Plot (a) shows the pair of initial longitudinal displacements. Here, the current mode estimate isq = fa;b; cg and the current mode dependent capture set isĈ . Plot (b) shows the mode estimate switching toq = fc; bg and the current mode dependent capture set shrinks toĈ . Plot (c) shows the time at which the mode estimate becomesq = fbg, so that the current mode dependent capture set further shrinks toĈ . Plot (d) shows when the continuous state hits the boundary ofĈ and thus control is applied. Plot (e) shows the vehicles passing the intersection. and 3); and from the fact that b) by properties 4) and 3); and from the fact that c) by property 2). Finally, we show property 6). By property 1), we have that . Thus, applying property 3), we have that . Also, applying property 4) and property 3), we have that . However, by the definition of Pre [using the same strategy as used for proving property 2)]. Hence, for for all . Proof of Proposition 6: See Proposition 4 of [51] . Proof of Proposition 7: Let . Then, by the definition of we have that there is a feedback map such that all for all , and . Define the set , which is controlled invariant with feedback map . Since the class of controlled invariant sets contained in is closed under union (see the proof of Proposition 3 of [39] ), there is a feedback map that makes the union controlled invariant. Therefore, is also controlled invariant. It is the maximal controlled invariant set contained in because if then , which implies that for all maps some flow enters for some , , and .
APPENDIX

Proof of Proposition
Proof of Proposition 8:
See Proposition 5 of [51] . Proof of Proposition 9: We construct from an impulse differential inclusion whose trajectories are the same as the ones of the system and then apply Theorem 3 from [5] 
